'salt green streams*'
alliterative name, and the surname associated with the king-conjuror
of words: Charles Churchill.
It is not easy to discover whether a word has first become ono-
matopoeic merely by association in sight and sound with the tbtng
itself, or whether the process is reversed. "Lull" has always held
for me a spell of calm . . . "During the lull" when the clatter dies
down and one is able to relax ». . Lullaby, Lulworth Cove ... I
have never been to Lulworth Cove and I would rather do without
a "worth" attached to the lovely lulling of little waves softly
licking the pebbly line of land. I shall not go there, for I have a
suspicion that the ak of Lulworth Cove must be by the message
of words" relaxing'*, not strong and stinging and salt as I like it.
Rebecca West once told me I preferred air to be like a nutmeg-
grater*
" Socket" is a skull word; I never use it without being forced to
see a face and head sinking into bony structure. If you tell me that
a man is "shady", I am not nearly as convinced that he would be
the wrong person to hold my pocket-book (stttfied full of notes)
as if you had warningly whispered that he was "crooked";
crooked like a frog's leg, not shady like the green sanctuary of
Fontainebleau or Savernake on a glaring day. "Flat" is the flattest
word I know. I am always glad that in Albany where I live, a
tradition requests us not to use the word "flat", but "set of
rooms" or "chambers". Flat is depressing wherever you use it;
flat feet, "That's flat", "I laid him flat", "She flatly denied it",
flat contradiction, flatulence, flatten the target, the key line in
Kipling's hymn for the religious sect in The Village That Voted
the Earth was Fkt—
"Flat and flat for evermore".
Yet flatterer and flattery come out wrong in that conjunction;
flatterers used to surround kings in order to bolster up their self-
respect, not flatten it down. In the old days it appeared to be a
profession in itself: "What does old So-and-so do for a living ?**
"He's a flatterer." "What is ydur son going into >" "I thought
of apprenticing him to a good flatterer!" (For instance, the man
who first thought of calling Louis Quatorze: Le Roi Soleil.)
Flatterers were followed by toadies, and they in time gave way,
or rather gave word to Yes-men; the yes-man of Hollywood
propping up the self-esteem of celluloid royalty.
Our debt to America for word and phrase is boundless (unless
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